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Background
• Reduced precision: benefits and challenges

Our method for implementing reduced-precision calculations and 
assessing their correctness

• The idea and its mathematical basis

• Validation of the method using E3SM

• Idealized dynamical core tests

• Simulations using mixed precision in the physics package

Conclusions and Future work
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Motivation

• Current operation weather and climate models all use double-precision (64-bit) floating-point 
arithmetic

• Is double-precision necessary for all variables in all calculations of an atmosphere model 
(i.e. the dynamical cores and parametrization)? (Palmer et. al., 2014) 

• A series of recent studies have demonstrated that satisfactory simulation quality can be 
achieved with lower-precision arithmetic

o Lorenz' 96 model (e.g. Düben et. al., 2014)

o Dynamical cores of global atmospheric models (e.g. Düben et. al., 2015)

o General circulation models (e.g. Düben et. al., 2015; Jeffress et. al., 2017; Nakano et al., 2018)

• Benefits of lower precision: fewer bits to calculate and communicate among parallel 
processes à lower computational cost (e.g. Düben et al., 2014, 2015, 2017) 
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• Single-precision ensemble forecast (Váňa et al., 2017)
§ Computational cost of a single realization (forecast) was reduced by ~40%

§ Investing the 40% on more members led to better ensemble forecasts

• It was not trivial to make the single-precision configuration work
§ Many pieces of the IFS code were not written with lower precision in mind

§ A small amount of calculations were found to need double precision

§ See Váňa et al. (2017, MWR) for code changes in IFS

For E3SM and similar (climate) models
§ How to judge if a simulation using reduced precision gives correct results?

§ When the results are incorrect, how to quickly identify problematic code pieces?

ECMWF’s Pioneering Work
List of code changes in IFS
(Váňa et al., 2017, MWR)
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For weather models, quantitative and objective prediction skill metrics are routinely used for 
model evaluation (i.e., their “score cards”)

For climate models, a typical evaluation of model fidelity involves computing a large collection
of statistical (climatological) features

o Can be computationally expensive
o Lack of a concise overall fidelity metric

Data requirement of the AMWG diagnostics package:
§ Minimum: 1 year
§ To assess statistical significance: > 10 years

Package contains
§ Order 100 to 1000 figures to review

For high-resolution models, it can be too expensive (or impractical) to conduct many 
1-year simulations.

Assessing Solution Quality
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• Incremental implementation
§ I.e., one parametrization at a time, or even one piece of a parameterization at a time

• Testing results using short simulations
• Assessing impact of reduced precision based on convergence behavior w.r.t.

time step size

Our Proposed Approach to a Single-precision E3SM
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Precision Error v.s. Time-stepping Error

The Mathematical Basis

1 Introduction
The proposed work is an extension of a Phase 1 project that addresses a cruicial but largely overlooked

source of error in the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) and other global atmospheric models,
namely time integration errors in the subgrid parameterizations of atmospheric physics. Our overarching
goal is to achieve a better balance between cost and accuracy in time integration related to param-
eterizations in the E3SM atmosphere model (EAM). As such, our project complements the E3SM
project’s efforts on improving the fidelity and computational efficiency of the coupled Earth system
model. The Phase 2 project will continue to combine physical intuition, mathematical analysis, and numer-
ical experimentation to develop new methods to address bottlenecks in solution convergence and accuracy.
Considering the insights from Phase 1 and our understanding of the key challenges the E3SM project will
be facing in its focus on high-resolution modeling in the next years, part of our Phase 2 efforts will focus on
improving the multi-time-scale process coupling while keeping the computational cost affordable. In addi-
tion to improving time integration for the currently deterministic model equations in EAM, we will develop
a stochastic formulation of the turbulence parameterization from the angle of accurately representing the
effects of fast processes using large timesteps.

1.1 Motivation
EAM is an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) that makes predictions by solving a set of

differential, integral, and algebraic equations representing processes (phenomena) at a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales. An AGCM typically consists of two components: (i) the dynamical core describing the
fluid dynamics and advection processes spatially resolved by the computational mesh and (ii) the physics
parameterizations representing the effects of subgrid processes. While solution convergence and accuracy
are key topics of dynamical core development, for the parameterizations, much less attention has been paid
to the mathematical properties of the equations, temporal discretization methods for obtaining numerical
solutions, and methods for coupling different processes. The choices of time integration methods in param-
eterizations are often based on cost estimate and stability considerations rather than accuracy requirements
(??). The coupling between processes are often ad hoc, with little guidance from rigorous mathematical
theories (?). However, a number of recent studies, including work from our team members, have shown that
time integration errors in the parameterizations or process coupling can be sufficiently large and can dom-
inate the total error of the numerical solutions (e.g., ????). The fast-growing complexity in current Earth
system models continues to pose even more challenges.

According to the theory of numerical methods for differential equations, the numerical error of a time
integration method using step size �t, when �t is sufficiently small, can be expressed as

E(�t) = C (�t)p + R . (1)

Here C is a constant independent of �t, p is the order of accuracy (also called convergence rate), and
R is a residual term. If the computed solution is differenced against a reference solution using the same
discretization method but a highly refined step size, then p becomes the self-convergence rate.

Atmospheric scientists, on the other hand, often use the loosely defined term “timestep sensitivity” to
refer to the magnitude of solution change when the timestep size is changed. For example, Figure 1a shows
results from a group of global warming experiments conducted with EAM version 0 (v0) at 1¶ horizontal
resolution using the default 30 min timesteps (blue bars) or 5 min steps (green bars). The response of
tropical-mean shortwave cloud forcing to warming (i.e., the y-axis) differs by a remarkably large amount
when different step sizes are used, implying large numerical uncertainties in the predicted climate change.

While this timestep sensitivity has no direct link to convergence from a mathematical perspective, our
numerical tests prior to and during Phase 1 showed that EAM’s components that converge poorly also
show stronger timestep sensitivity (Figure 1b,c). We also found that the dynamical cores in EAMv0 and
v1 converge at the expected rate of 1.0 but the full models converge at substantially lower rates of 0.3 or

1

• For a numerically convergent discrete 
model, time-stepping error is expected to 
decrease when time steps are shortened

Zhang et. al. (2019, JAMES)
doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817
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1

• When precision error dominates, 
smaller step sizes are expected to 
result in larger error because more 
steps are needed to finish a fixed-
length simulation and hence allowing 
more floating-point operations to 
accumulate rounding error 

Zhang et. al. (2019, JAMES)
doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817
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1

Zhang et. al. (2019, JAMES)
doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817

• The slope/shape of the convergence 
curve provides information about the 
relative magnitudes of precision error 
and time-stepping error
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From Theory to Complex model Theory

Convergence to double-precision reference in the 
Jablonowski-Williamson baroclinic wave test

Idealized dynamical core test 
Single precision emulated using code from Dawson and Düben (2017, GMD)

Simulation setup
• SE dynamical core only
• 3rd order configuration
• Jablonowski-Williamson test case
• 1-h global simulation
• ∆" range: 150s down to 1s
• reference solution:  double-precision with 2s

• SE dynamical core behaves as expected

Zhang et. al. (2019, JAMES)
doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817
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Math vs Physics

• Essence of the method: Comparing precision error with time-stepping error to 
determine its significance ➔ math perspective

• Does the method tell us anything about the physics/fluid dynamics we care about?
The answer is yes
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Reduced Precision in SE dynamical core

• Jablonowski-Williamson Dry Dynamical Core Test

• Two different levels of precision errors introduced to horizontal winds (u, v): 
§ Single precision 

§ Emulated half precision (Dawson and Düben, 2017, GMD)

Evolution of an idealized 
baroclinic wave in the northern 
hemisphere at day 9
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The Jablonowski and Williamson (2006) baroclinic wave features at day 9 simulated by the dynamical 
core of EAMv1 using double, single or half precision (Zhang et al., 2019, doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817) 

Solution error at day 5

u, v

u, v
∆"!"#$%&'

Solution Differences in Jablonowski-Williamson Test
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∆"!"#$%&'

5-day Convergence Test

Evaluation using the traditional method:
10-year climate simulations

Convergence test
• 5-day global simulations 
• ∆" range: 30 min down to 5min
• reference solution:  double-precision with 5min
• computing cost: 120 times cheaper than the 

traditional method with a 10-year simulation

Low cloud fraction
%

Climate simulation
• Default EAMv1
• FC5 compset
• 1-degree resolution

Zhang et. al. (2019, doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817)

Simulations with Full Physics: Double Precision
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Mix-precision Configuration #1

∆"'$()"'

Evaluation using the traditional method: 
10-year mean low cloud fraction

Low cloud fraction (%)Double precision

Difference (Single – Double)

5-day Convergence Test
%

%

Zhang et. al. (2019, doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817)

• Single precision for CLUBB
• Double precision for rest of model
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Mix-precision Configuration #2

∆"!"#$%&'

5-day Convergence Test

Evaluation using the traditional method: 
10-year mean low cloud fraction

Difference (Half – Double)

Difference (Single – Double)

Zhang et. al. (2019, doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817)

• Emulated half precision for CLUBB
• Double precision for rest of model
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Traditional Method vs. Convergence-based Method

Evaluation using the traditional method: 
annual mean low cloud fraction

Single – Double (1-year)

Single – Double (10-year)

∆"!"#$%&'

5-day Convergence Test

Zhang et. al. (2019, doi: 10.1029/2019MS001817)
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Summary

• We demonstrated a proof of concept that a single-precision E3SM is possible

• A simple, quantitative and objective method is developed to evaluate the correctness 
of model results
o Short simulations successfully predict the impact of reduced precision on long-term climate 

features affected by fast physics

o The method is computationally inexpensive, making it particularly useful for the development of 
higher-resolution models

• By incrementally converting more code pieces to single precision, we can eventually 
get a single-precision E3SM
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• EAGLES project
• Developing parameterizations of aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions for the 

convection-permitting version of the E3SM atmosphere model 
• We will take this opportunity to implement a single-precision option for aerosol-

related parameterizations

• Further development of the test method
• Implement and evaluate the method in box-model and single-column simulations
• Further consider some technical details, e.g.

• How to choose simulation length for different physical processes?
• Can we consolidate this precision error test with the solution reproducibility 

test of Wan et al. (2017, GMD)?

Next Steps
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Backup slides 
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• Other ongoing efforts to improve computationally efficient of ESMs 
o Reduce complexity in parameterizations
o Use more efficient numerical algorithms (e.g., for tracer transport)
o Software level: memory usage, parallelization; new programming model

Hardware level: e.g., GPUs

• Variable precision arithmetic + inexact computing hardware+ other 
efforts: >> 2x speed up  

• Variable precision model (Palmer et al., 2014)
o E.g., processes of smaller scales are more uncertain, so there is no need for high precision
o Smart idea
o Challenging task (because a lot of knowledge is needed to optimize the precision 

configuration for each variable and calculation in the code) 

Beyond Single precision


